
A Different Team Building Exercise: "Your Exec Is Coming for Your Help" 

Using Consulting Training to Create System-Empowering Teamwork 
 

Purpose: To build consistent consulting teamwork across the organization.  
 

Professionals across departments become a team—by surviving the stress  
of consulting with a real client. Credibility for consulting is built with the executives. 
Consulting skill and teamwork is built across the departments. 
 

Where to Use: In "The Consulting Workshops," I've done this with at least 120 teams in 
the US, Europe, Asia & Latin America. It works across country and business cultures. 

 
Process: (Real-Time Action Learning). The executive seeks help from a team of 4-6, 

on a current challenge. Larger success comes from the work we do before & after: 
 

1. On-Ramp. The sponsor and supervisors recruit the workshop participants, and then 
they recruit a top executive for each team for two hours. "Bring us a challenge 
you currently face. We'll ask you at the end what helped and what did not help you." 

 

2. Day 1 of Workshop. 2-4 consulting teams prepare for tomorrow's consultations. 
"Team 1's client tomorrow is Sheila R, the EVP of ____. 
 This is what she/he said she/he is struggling with: ____." 

 

3. Day 2. Consultations. As teams consult, other teams observe. Then, roles reverse.  
 

4. Six-Week Re-Connecting. Online or in-person. "Outcomes so far? What's next?" 
 

5. Teaming Organization Cultures (done in collaboration with HR or Exec sponsors).  
"What's changed? What norms are emerging about team consulting in our culture?" 

 

Team Building Outcomes. 

   - New Team-Consulting practices. Many participants start consulting as teams. About 
half of the workshop clients recruit their workshop teams: "Keep helping me on this!" 

   -  Consulting units begin collaborating across countries and business units.  
Some professionals have done job trades for a year. 

   - Some business units have re-organized to bring consulting parties "to the table." 
 
Requirements for Success. 

   - Facilitators need Process-Consulting and political navigation abilities.  
Some clients can be rough--and yet they are the crucial element! 

   - The Consulting Tool Kit must be adapted to the specific business units.  
Many already have tools they like, so ours must intertwine, not replace! 

   - Ongoing building of sponsorship/practitioner teamwork.  
This is how the sustained business impact occurs. 

 
Questions? Bruce Mabee. bmabee@aol.com 
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